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Designed for Women
Be feminine…Don’t dismiss your curves

Are you surprised by the number of medical products that dismiss your 
femininity? Women enjoy their femininity as a part of staying vibrant & 
healthy. The right diet, clothes, cosmetics, exercise, etc. are just a few areas 
that women monitor closely.

However, as you are aware, paying attention to your health is one of the 
most significant factors in maintaining your femininity at any age. We 
designed a blood pressure monitor to help women do just that!

With the UA-782 we placed latest technology in the uniquely shaped body 
of a digital BP monitor. Please take a moment to learn more…

Smooth and fast measurements
You may feel a little uncomfortable during blood pressure measurements 
because of the pressure applied to the arm and the noise while inflating the cuff. 
With our newest technology, those discomforts are a thing of the past. The 
UA-782 requires a shorter measurement time and its newly developed semi-hard 
shell cuff also caters to a wider range of arm sizes. The new whisper-silent 
pump further aids smooth and fast measurements. Arm range: 17cm-32cm

Irregular Heart Beat (IHB) indicator
This indicator illuminates if an IHB is detected during a measurement. The 
indicator alerts you of an irregular heartbeat, sometimes a symptom of 
cardiovascular disease. (Note: This is for warning purposes only. A&D recommends 
contacting a physician if the user observes this indicator frequently).

Blood pressure classification indicator
The World Health Organization (WHO) distinguishes 6 different blood pressure 
stages. This monitor automatically indicates your classification (from Optimal 
to Severe hypertension) after each measurement is completed. 

90-reading memory
The UA-782 has a 90-reading memory capacity for monitoring your measurement 
trends. An average of all the stored data is shown when the device is started, offering 
the user their comprehensive measurement history at a glance. 

Newly designed e-Cuff
A newly designed semi-hard shell cuff promises easy fastening around your 
arm as well as comfortable blood pressure measurements for patients in a 
wider arm range (17 to 32cm).

Unique heart shaped cuff holder
The UA-782 is equipped with a convenient cuff holder. Simply place the 
cuff in the cuff holder located on the backside of the unit for storage after 
the measurement is completed.
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